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A versatile ingredient!

Garlic

Garlic (L. Allium sativum) is a species in the onion family which apart from its 
unique aroma is also known for its health benefits. In the culinary sector its 
distinct flavour is used in meat products, sauces and toppings, antipasti, 
vegetable preparations and many other prepared foods.
China has been a traditional supplier of garlic and today is dominating the world 
market with a share of more than 70%. Henry Lamotte has been active in this 
market for decades. Our know how and experience and our systematic quality 
control ensures a reliable supply of consistent quality. For this we carefully select 
our suppliers, check the product during processing and before shipment and 
conduct a detailed analysis in our laboratory including regular external checks 
for residues. Any necessary treatment (e. g. replenishing of brine) is performed 
in our own warehouse.
We can also offer EU origins!

Country of origin: China (P.R.C.) or Europe
Season: June to July

We’d like to send you further information and samples! 
Please address your contact at Henry Lamotte Food GmbH
or write to HL-info@lamotte-food.de.

Garlic in brine:
Garlic cloves are peeled, hand selected, graded or cut into slices and packed
in drums of 50 kg filled with saturated salt brine. The brine keeps the garlic well
preserved but also ensures a consistent light colour. We also offer a toasted quality
as well as garlic of organic cultivation.

I.Q.F. Garlic:
Numerous varieties of processing – whole segments, diced or pureed (tablet
shape); flash-blanched or fully blanched. We do ensure immediate processing of
the freshly harvested bulbs at specially selected factories. This ensures a good
microbiology and stability of colour after thawing and crushing.

Dehydrated garlic:
A full range is available:
• Powder
• Granulate (G1, G2, G4 a.o.)
• Flakes

Garlic puree tablets and
dehydrated garlic

Peeled garlic cloves

We’d like to send you further information and samples!
Please address your contact at Henry Lamotte Food GmbH or write to HL-info@lamotte-food.de.
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